


first picked up Social Text in my local subtropical library twelve thousand 
miles from Manhattan in 1988, that was blindingly obvious, in the same 

way "a line" is obvious in Dissent, Theory and Psychology, or Art and Text. 
This does not mean the journal simply publishes the beliefs of its edi- 
tors-we are too diverse for that-but it does mean anybody who cares to 
look at the different gatekeeping protocols on the academic publishing 
scene ought to understand where we fit. 

Secondly, a note on language. We are told that failure to write clearly 
is characteristic of cultural studies, which is said to neglect "ordinary" 
people as readers and cover up ignorance/banality with obscurantism. But 
there is no universal clarity of language. Why? Because genres of writing 
differentiate authors, readers, and texts via specialized forms of enuncia- 
tion and address. Here's an experiment to prove the point. 

I looked at various publications lying around my apartment and found 

very diverse vocabularies, necessarily exclusionary but not necessarily 
elitist or stupid; that is, they have to be learned. The texts I picked up 
included a first-year undergraduate primer. It is set around the world as 
an introductory guide to what has become, alongside faith and medicine, 
a triumphant late-twentieth-century mixture of popularization and power 
to the elect. This volume (Tisdell's Microeconomics of Markets) contains 
this randomly selected sentence: "Perfect competition (usually) ensures 
that the rate of product transformation is equal to the rate of indifferent 
substitution of products by consumers and this consequently ensures 
Paretian efficiency." Some of you may not understand all the technical 

language of this sentence. But it comes at pages 393 and 394 of the book, 
that is, when the vocabulary of neoclassical economic discourse has been 
established. 

Now can we get on with some work? 
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